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Rank1Overall Score7.91Website How to make a box of 2 liter Coca-Cola bottles. Required items: 2 liter Coca-Cola bottle (also works with 1 liter Coca-Cola bottle). RulerRubber BandTake scissors 2 trash Coca-Cola bottle and cut in only half under the label. We just need to bottom. Place a 1.5-2.0-inch rubber band
around it from the top and pull the rubber band to this level. The Coca-Cola bottle has stake and you want to make a cut on each second groove. (very important) make cuts from the top all the way to the rubber band which should be 1.5-2.0 inches from the top. Once you've made cuts in the previous step you want to
trim all corners. Your bottle should look like this picture. Store what you want in it, close the panels, and you did. Participating in the unusual uses of ChallengeParticipated in before and after the ContestParticipated in the reuse of the Mejini Neskah/Shutterstock Pepsi/Coca-Cola contest may be one of the most
controversial drink discussions of all time. I have always found a strong gap between hardcore coke drinkers and Pepsi lovers. However, the two drinks are practically identical in everything from the color of caramel syrup to their ingredients. Soda contains sodium, sugar, carbonated water, high fructose corn syrup,
phosphoric acid, caffeine and natural flavors. Despite the many similarities, Pepsi and Coca-Cola still give people two very different experiences, which explains why people prefer one over the other. In Blink, a book about decision-making and thinking, by author and journalist, Malcolm Gladwell, writes, Pepsi is sweeter
than coke and is also characterized by an burst of acidic flavor, unlike the taste of more vanilla raisins than coke. Don't miss how we've settled the cola taste test discussion. In fact, 12 ounces of Pepsi can contain one thing not coke citric acid. Additionally, Pepsi also has two grams more sugar than coke. These two
subtle variations give Pepsi its sweet flavor, such as citrus fruits that people either love or hate. Additionally, an additional 15 mg of sodium in a can of coke may explain why it tastes more like club soda with a toned sweetness down. After that, knowing the wonderful origins of soda did not realize. The history of the
world's most famous brand — created here in Atlanta in 1886 — has been documented in this fun interactive museum. Exhibits here include a work fill line that produces eight-ounce original bottles of coke; A tasting facility that allows visitors to experience more than 70 different varieties of drink; the world's largest
collection of related coke The self-guided tour of the facility (about 62,000 square feet) takes about an hour and a half. Admission: $16 for adults (13-64); $14 for seniors (65 and above); $12 ($3-$12); free for 2 kids and under a neighborhood foundation, this old school dinner comes complete with señoras playing chess
and meaningless waiters. Of course, the real reason you're here is to eat out on hearty plates of rice, beans and meat that are special on the day without breaking the bank. This worldwide recognition did not come overnight, though. Initially, Pemberton sold only a few glasses of Coca-Cola per day. In 1887, The Coca-
Cola Company distributed coupons for free samples - claiming that it was the first to use this method to attract new customers. In 1894, candy maker Joseph Bedendarin became the first coca-cola bottle person. Suddenly, the drink became available to people who did not have easy access to the soda meter. The filling
ad proved to be the key to soda's success. Coca-Cola began developing its global mobilization network in the late 19th century. Between 1890 and 1900, sales of Coca-Cola beverages increased by 4,000 percent. By 1919, the company had bottling plants in Europe and Asia, and in 1920, there were more than 1,000
bottling plants in the United States. Today, Coca-Cola is one of the most popular brands in the world. The company sells more than 1.3 billion beverages a day in 200 countries around the world. Coca-Cola also had an impact on popular culture. Many people remember the phrase I would like to buy the world coke, also
known as I would like to teach the world to sing, a song that was part of an advertising campaign more than 35 years ago. Coca-Cola's holiday advertising campaigns have also influenced the way people around the world portray Santa Claus. For more tests on Coca-Cola and related topics, see links on the following
page. A small bowl of coke will attract molluscs and snails, then the acid in the coke will kill them. A cup of coke can also be used to attract wasps, which then sink into the liquid. You can even get rid of ants by freely clearing the area. Related: New and noticeable: 8 high-tech Bug Zappers to keep you bite-free coke can
be used to clean car battery stations; The slight acidity does not interact with the battery acid, so you can pour on the battery and let it wash the corrosion. Coke can also be used to melt ice in the frozen windshield, and a liberal amount of cola that pours into the windshield and bumper can help remove insects and road
debris (always rinse with clean water to avoid damaging the car paint function). Coke can help improve your compost pile. Add one can of soda each week to your compost. Sugar in cola feeds beneficial microorganisms, and cola increases the acidity of the pile, helping to decay the substances faster. Related: Compost
101: What you should not compost toilet bowls can get frankly disgusting, filled with ugly stains under the rims and around the pot. Make Cleaning routines is easier by pouring a can of coke right into the toilet. Let stand for an hour before purifying with a stiff brush. Carbonization will fade through the hardest dirt, leaving
you with a clean sparkling pot. Related: 8 unusual tips for cleaning the bathroom you've probably heard that Coca-Cola is great at rust removal. The noise is true - phosphoric acid in a can of coke means that soaking overnight can help remove rust from the metal with ease. Simply immerse the item in a tray of coke, then



rub clean with a stiff brush in the morning. Related: How to: Keeping the metal in your yard maybe it's time to give coke a place in your laundry room. Soda makes presoak treatment effective and stain remover for grease stains in your laundry. For best results, apply to fresh spots. If the spot is slightly discolored when
poured on the coke, it's a sign that it works. Let the liquid sit for a few minutes, then wash as usual in the recommended water warmest for clothes. When auto oil is dripping on the aisles and garage floors, it leaves an ugly stain that is difficult to remove with regular detergent. There's where a little coke comes in handy.
Pour a liberal amount of cola on the stain, let it bubble and soak for an hour, then hose clean. Copper-bottomed pots are great for heat, but copper loses its luster with use. Restore that bright gloss by soaking the copper bottom in a pan filled with coke for about an hour. The acid in coke makes copper look shiny and
fresh - without purification. This cleaning trick works on a lot of other household brass accents as well. If oven slabs and baking sheets experience better days, you won't have to throw them and buy new ones. Instead, try to let them soak overnight in a coke bath. The chemicals in cola will loosen all the burnt bits on,
allowing you to rub away most black areas and save you from having to replace these expensive items. Do you want a cleaner and more organized home? Sign up for the Clean Sweep newsletter to receive weekly tips, tools and ideas that will help you maximize your next cleaning session. This self-congratulatory
museum may be entertaining for lovers of soft drinks and their rampant marketing. The climatic moment comes when guests taste coke products from all over the world - a good time for taste and twisting. But there are also Andy Warhol pieces on the show, a 4-D movie, company history and abundant promotional
material. How did the coke fade? Let's count the ways the giant gas drink profits are fixed. A successful new brand of soda has not produced since Diet Coke in 1982, or memorable ads since its Real Thing campaign 35 years ago. Coke must connect its strong brand and rich history with today's customers. How to?
Here's the advice of three experts with pop. Coke must return to the core of their brand, which is the real thing. What are the three rules of advertising? Repetition and repetition. Use what already exists in the minds of consumers, which is that they want to drink the real thing and not imitation. Tom PirkoPresident of
Biffmark LLC, consultants they need to go to a major renovation and invest in a great way in creating new codes or new brands. People should get excited again about Coca-Cola brands. There is a struggle for the spirit of the company: to stay old, or to be a new company that takes risks. Daniel Bernardis is a 16-year-
old high school student who tastes very good, but should make the can and bottle bigger. You pay a lot for hardly anything to drink. To learn how Fast Company readers fix other brands, go to www.fastcompany.com/keyword/contest88 www.fastcompany.com/keyword/contest88
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